This month *Cold Spring Harbor Molecular Case Studies* unveils a new article type, Rapid Communications, for the dissemination of novel genetic variants and/or novel phenotypes in known genes discovered in patients from genetic and genomic sequencing. With the regular identification of novel variants in patients with rare diseases, an efficient mechanism to define the spectrum of variation and the range of clinical presentations associated with previously identified genes is needed.

Rapid Communications allow reporting of novel variants alongside a description of the case presentation and a table of detailed clinical features and, if available, a description of disease progression and any treatment responses. The evidence for the interpretation of the variant(s) is presented and discussed, including functional studies if performed, to inform the level of understanding of the pathogenicity of the variant(s) and includes implications for management or treatment if relevant.

The streamlined and structured format of the Rapid Communication article type allows consistency of reporting and a more rapid review process. Variants must also be submitted to a publicly accessible database (such as ClinVar) to enable ease of access of this information to the community.

In this issue, Yu et al. present two probands with compound heterozygous mutations in *SPG11*, a gene previously implicated in hereditary spastic paraplegias (HSP). Whole-genome sequencing was deployed to determine HSP subtype. The authors discovered a novel maternally inherited splice variant and a previously reported paternally inherited nonsense variant in *SPG11*, annotated as pathogenic and likely pathogenic, respectively, and supporting a spastic paraplegia type 11 diagnosis.

In addition to contributing the novel *SPG11* splice variant to NCBI\'s ClinVar database, this Rapid Communication enriches the public knowledgebase by presenting additional clinical information alongside a discussion of the variants and their interpretation.

The editors hope this new format will accelerate the dissemination of novel variants implicated in disease and also encourage the community to deposit their findings into public databases such as ClinVar for wider community use. Following with the aims of the journal, all published articles, including Rapid Communication articles, are open access and available to every clinician and researcher online, with the goal of advancing our knowledge of genetic disease in the age of precision medicine.
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